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Bear

“

E

ver since she completed a couple of animals in
smaller cuts in classes with Judy Carter and Jon
Ciemiewicz, Therese Shick “was anxious to hook a
realistic rug of my dog, Bear. I started the rug in a class at
the Hunterdon County Guild summer camp, taught by
the amazing Judy Carter, in August 2013 and finished it
in January 2014.”

Therese Shick
Annandale, New Jersey
Theresa took her first class at a New Jersey
art museum class taught by current ATHA
president Gail DuFresne. “I had always
wanted to try it, so this was the perfect
chance. With Gail as inspiration, I was
definitely ‘hooked.’’’ She loves designing
her own patterns, But she also hook
commercially available patterns.”There are
lots of fabulous patterns out there.” She is a member of the
Lamb Yankees ATHA Chapter, Hillsborough, New Jersey,
and co-president of the Hunterdon County Rug Artisans’
Guild, Flemington, New Jersey.
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Most of the wools in this rug are as-is, “and I learned
from Judy that these types of wools give the most realistic
animal details.”
One particular challenge of the rug was hooking the flop
on the left ear. “I was initially struggling with getting the
ear to look right and then I remembered one of the things
Judy Carter taught us in the class. She always stressed,
‘Hook what you see.’ So I took the photo and just concentrated on that area, not thinking of what it should look like,
but just what the photo showed me. I didn’t step back from
the ear until I was done, and, amazingly, it looked pretty
good. The other area that was challenging was the monochromatic color of Bear. But, I tried to gather enough
different values of creams to be able to create some depth.”
Therese like the eyes best. “It took me a couple of tries
until I felt that they were right. My son, Rob, who is a
graphic designer, was really helpful when I was struggling.”
The rug is bound with cording and whipped yarn.
Initially Therese was drawn to wider cuts and hooked
primarily primitive rugs. “Over time I became more interested in finer cuts with the corresponding level of shading and
detail that they can accomplish. Now I really enjoy all cut
widths for the different effects that each width can bring.”
Although she “absolutely loves” to dye her own wool,
“I continue to learn that it is possible to hook with as-is
wools cut in #3s and #4s.” With this piece, she was
reminded that, “when it comes to hooking realistic animals,
it’s important to ‘hook what I see’ from the visual aid; and
that having a wide range of values of the same color gives
more possibilities for depth.”
She has hooked probably 100 items or so (rugs, pocketbooks, 3D objects) in the nine years since she began.
“Like many other rug hookers, I have always been
involved with other crafts. But somehow rug hooking
really spoke to me and took hold.”

In the Judges’ Eyes
• Delicious combinations of white, gray, cream,
and pinky-golds; soulful eyes and regular
expression; such character and personality,
with outstanding textural details!

COPYRIGHTED MATERIAL

Bear, 19" x 27", #3- to 5-cut wool on rug warp.
Designed by Leonard Feenan and hooked by Therese Shick, Annandale, New Jersey, 2013.
Celebration XXV 2015 •
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Pearls of Wisdom

Pears of Wisdom, 53" x 221/2", #3- to 8-cut, wool and metallic yarn on linen.
Designed and hooked by Capri Boyle Jones, Navarre, Florida, 2014.

“

P

earls are my favorite jewelry. Mother gave me hers a
few years ago. This design developed from a photograph of her pearls on my dresser, reflection included.
Classic, simple elegance—nonetheless challenging to
fashion in rug hooking.” Capri Boyle Jones chose to hook
this piece as a study in whites.
“My personal style can best be described as varying
degrees of Impressionism. I enjoy all variety of cuts and
employ embellishments depending on the desired end
result.” In this rug Capri Boyle Jones used a variety of
custom hand dyed and as-is wool, both new and recycled,
and metallic yarn for the findings.
“I am particularly fond of the simple design. Complexity
exists in portraying off-white pearls dimensionally. The
30
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reflection has its own intricacies. Yet, the completed
hooking maintains the original simple elegance.”
The owner of Capri Boyle Rug Studio, Inc., is able to
give a pretty good estimate of the amount of time it took
to hook: about 120 hours. While it usually hangs in her
master bedroom, “the rug has also traveled with me to
various business venues. Viewing the rug periodically allows
me to continue the study of whites.”
Pearls of Wisdom contained two challenging areas:
First, how to create a string of off-white pearls with visual
interest. “An array of whites and tints were selected for the
pearls to create a three dimensional effect.” The second
challenge was handling “how each pearl, in relation to the
light source, influenced the wooden surface in varying
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In the Judges’ Eyes
• Unique composition, creative and well done,
fantastic background detail; love the upper
turquoises and purple, appreciate the effort to
capture the shading and the luster of pearls.
degrees along the strand.” While hooking the reflection,
Capri returned regularly to the original image for further
study.
“The amount of color incorporated into the off-white
pearls was considerably reduced upon hooking the dresser,
due to the high contrast of dark chocolate and the range of
colors in the reflections. Developing the reflection utilized
more color and values than I initially thought would be
necessary.” The rug was finished by whipping the edges
with wool yarn coordinated with the adjacent hooked area.
Pearls of Wisdom was selected for a special juried
exhibition at Quayside Art Gallery, Pensacola, Florida,
where it hung for six weeks.

Capri Boyle Jones
Navarre, Florida
Capri began rug hooking 22 years ago
through adult education classes with
McGown Certified Instructor Genevieve
Patterson. Eventually, rug hooking evolved
as her business. A member of the National
McGown and ATHA guilds, and a
McGown Certified Instructor teaching at
various public and private workshops, she
exhibits in distinctive art shows, is a displaying member, and
serves on the board of directors at Quayside Art Gallery. This
is the fourth appearance of her work in Celebration.

Celebration XXV 2015 •
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Norwich

T

erryl Ostmo had had her eye on this rug for several
years. “After seeing Mary Sheppard Burton’s
rendition at Sauder Village, done in a #3 or
possibly #4 cut, I knew I had to hook my own. Rather
than trying to duplicate what Mary had done, I decided I
would be more successful developing my own color plan.”
Terryl had purchased “a funky red/orange/navy vintage
plaid several years ago from Rhonda Manley, of Black Sheep
Wool Designs. Also, I had been saving two great bouclés.
Those fabrics came together in this rug.
Her favorite part of the rug is in the border. “I think

Terryl Ostmo
Wahpeton, North Dakota
When she started hooking in 1998, Terryl
was drawn to primitives, but “these days
I love every style.” She travels each year
to the McGown Teachers Workshop in
Newton, Iowa, and earned her McGown
certification there in 2012. She is a
member of the Greater Chicago Area
McGown Guild #15 and ATHA.
Her work previously appeared in Celebration XX.
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the hit-or-miss really makes the color plan interesting.”
Completing the rug, she wrote, “was a breeze. I started it
in Sandra Brown’s geometrics class at Sauder Village in
2013 and the rug was finished before the end of the year.”
Sandra had her students first create a mock-up of their
designs in colored pencil. “It was during that exercise that
it hit me that I should do hit-or-miss in the outer border.
I learned from hooking this rug that it can really pay off to
do a colored pencil mock-up on a geometric before diving
in with the hooking.”
To finish, Terryl folded the backing over cording and
whipped with wool yarn. She did not use rug tape.
“In the scroll portion of the pattern, I used both a spot
dye and an orange and lavender plaid. That made it a
logical decision to use lavender for the leaf accent area
in the center. I love how the lavender complements the
oranges.”

In the Judges’ Eyes
• Very harmonious color palette, unique addition
of textures to this pattern, effective use of dark
lines and gray lines around feathers and shapes;
neutrals add important component.

COPYRIGHTED MATERIAL

Norwich, 54" x 31", #6- to 8-cut wool on monk’s cloth.
Designed by Lib Callaway and hooked by Terryl Ostmo, Wahpeton, North Dakota, 2013.
Celebration XXV 2015 •
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Pumpkin Thyme
“

T

his design by Lori Brechlin has been a favorite of
Karen Buchheit since she first started hooking. She
began actually hooking it at the 2013 Cedar Lakes
Rug Camp with Cindi Gay.
“The blue texture that I used for the background was my
favorite blue that year.” Cindi suggested using it. “I’d not
seen this color used for background in this design,” Karen
wrote. In another innovation, she hooked the background
in a pattern of small circles to add interest.
“The entire rug was hooked with as-is textures, except
for the leaves of his exquisite boutonniere.”
Other than his “fabulous boutonniere and striped suit
coat,” another unique element in this rug is the watch that
the pumpkin is holding. From the beginning, Karen wanted
to use a real watch instead of hooking one. “My husband
and I shopped at a Louisville antique mall and found this
broken stopwatch, which is the perfect shape! Then I found
a short, antique silver chain that suspends the watch from
his hand. He’s so very dapper!”
In terms of the rug’s most challenging elements, “ I
wouldn’ t call it a true challenge,” but it took some pondering to figure out “how to make the berries at the top of the
two ‘stalks’ more dimensional than flat. I solved this by
bringing up the berry wool strip from the backside in two

Karen J. Buchheit
Louisville, Kentucky
In 2007, Karen started doing punchneedle
and “about a year later I had a ‘lightbulb’
moment while seeing some beautiful
antique hooked rugs at a local antique fair.
I realized that I could learn how to hook
rugs—punchneedle on a grander scale! Jyl
Clark, owner of Cathouse Rugs, in New
Albany, Indiana, was my first teacher; not
a day goes by that I don’t at least think about hooking. I’ve
hooked about 20 rugs since early 2009.” A member of
ATHA and Buffalo Trace Rug Hookers, she now see the
world “through ‘hooker’s eyes’, gathering inspiration for rug
designs everywhere I go.” Her husband, Greg, has “ a
keen eye for color” and has helped with many of her
wool choices.
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adjacent holes. Then I tied three knots, each one on top of
the previous one, pulled the ends back down through to the
backside, clipped the ends, and hand stitched them together
so they wouldn’t migrate back to the front. They definitely
have a berry shape now.”
Karen finished the rug using “Wendy Miller’s corded rug
binding technique. I knew he’d never be displayed on the
floor, so I thought this wool and cording method would
finish him nicely. I used the same textured wool on the
binding as in the very outer edge of hooking. I use this
method on about 50 percent of my rugs.”
She had so much fun hooking this rug that it only took
three months to complete. “Pumpkin Thyme is displayed in
our home year round: He’s my husband’s favorite rug!” It
also won Best in Show in its category at the 2013 Kentucky
State Fair.
Lessons learned: “I learned that you can use ‘props’ in
your rug (the watch) if appropriate!”

In the Judges’ Eyes
• Great theme rug with unique take on traditional
Halloween colors, nice light outlining, and tiny
textural touches that add the whimsy necessary
to keep theme rugs alive and happening; love
the embellishments in a delightful overall
composition.

COPYRIGHTED MATERIAL

Pumpkin Thyme, 251/2"x 341/2", #8 and 8.5-cut wool on linen.
Designed by Lori Brechlin and hooked by Karen J. Buchheit, Louisville, Kentucky, 2013.
Celebration XXV 2015 •
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End of the Day

J

anice Lee wanted to adapt a photograph of her son,
Will Arington, taken by his friend Heather DePra, right
after he ﬁnished working cattle. “The picture shows the
tired cowboy, holding a beer he had just been handed, resting against the cattle-working chute. The shadow of his
tired horse is silhouetted beside him. You can just pick up
the shape of the horse’s ear and lowered head. The picture
was a masterpiece, from the tired man and horse to the
sueded knees on his worn jeans. Even the buckles on his
spurs were signiﬁcant to me.”
She hooked most of the rug “in a whirlwind three days”
during a Diane Stoffel class, and finished it completely in
the next two weeks.
“One of the funny moments of this class was when all
the ladies got in on the deliberation of the brand of beer on
the can. I insisted my son is a Busch Light drinker, but
someone else thought it looked like a Bud Light. Leave it to
a doctor in the group to look up the artwork online. It was
indeed a Bud Light. When I asked my son about it he said,
‘You know, mom, at the end of the day, you drink whatever
brand of beer somebody hands you.’ I knew I had my title. I
had been saying to people that it just looks like ‘the end of
the day.’ Now Will conﬁrmed it.
“Because I own a store and dye my own wool, there was
no problem coming up with the various shades of blue for
the project. Almost everything, except the hat, shirt, boots,
and dirt, is a different shade and texture of blue.”
The dirt gave her the most trouble. “I redid the dirt three

Janice Lee
Valley, Nebraska
Janice considers herself a primitive rug
hooker; she started with a primitive teacher
in 2001. In her journey, she studied with
Pris Buttler and Diane Stoffel, and credits
them with teaching her “how fulfilling (and
challenging) rug hooking can be.” The
owner of The Rug Hooking Store at Black
Horse Antiques, Janice’s Ghost Horse was
a finalist in Celebration XXIII, 2013. The Vestal Virgins
rugs from a Master Class at her store were featured in the
November 2014 issue of Rug Hooking magazine.
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times before I was satisﬁed. I tried to get too fancy with the
ground, adding too much detail. Finally, I made it more subtle and boring, just like dirt should be, and was much happier with the result.”
When her son saw the finished results, he jokingly called
it “shoddy workmanship,” Janice wrote.” He said, ‘I had on
a plaid shirt that day and I have never worn a hat quite that
shade of tan. Nope, shoddy workmanship is all I can say.’“
The rug is now her favorite. “It shows my real-life son, in
his real-life job. And the stories I can tell about this rug also
show how irritating he can be as his real-life self. And I
wouldn’t have him any other way.”

In the Judges’ Eyes
• Perfect rustic frame, with colors and contrast
offering the right feel for a hot day, and fabulous
directional hooking and muted colors.

COPYRIGHTED MATERIAL

End of the Day, 22" x 33", #4- and 6-cut wool on linen. Adapted with permission from a photo by
Heather DePra and hooked by Janice Lee, Valley, Nebraska, 2014. SCOTT AVERY
Celebration XXV 2015 •
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Kai’s Jack

K

athleen Harwood’s oldest grandson, Kai, “has
been intrigued by cards since he was small and now,
at 15, he is an accomplished magician. When I
decided that I would, over time, make a rug for each of my
grandsons, it was easy to know where to start.” She “casually” asked Kai if he had a favorite card, and—yes, the Jack
of Diamonds.
Kathleen wanted to retain the limited palette of the
traditional card “but, with so few colors, they had to be
brilliant and perfect. Jan Cole, of The Wool’n Gardener,
dyed me the lush red and wonderful yellows that I requested. The rich, deep blue, chosen because I felt the black of
the card would be too harsh, is Nancy Jewett’s (Fluff &
Peachy Bean) Liberty Blue; I kept going back to her for
more, as the rug seemed to devour it.” Glittery threads were
woven into some of the red and as-is cream areas.
“I feared it might be boring to hook, since it’s a rigid
composition of mirror images in limited colors. But I love
surface pattern, and I enjoyed every minute. It’s such a
baroque, rich surface, and there was so much challenging
variation to get right that there wasn’t time to get bored.”
Challenges? “I avoided those faces as long as I could. I
86
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don’t hook people, never had the slightest interest. Thought
it would be impossible to get these Jacks’ visages right. But
they do play a pretty significant part in the rug and finally I
couldn’t work around them anymore. And guess what? They
were no trouble at all. They flowed right off my hook. I
liked them when they were done and kicked myself for all
that angst.”
The rug was finished by rolling the backing to the front
and crocheting with two strands of wool, one deep blue
and one black, to blend with the rug border.Lessons learned:
“I did not need to learn this, but I was reminded how
satisfying it is to make something for someone you love. I
was also reminded how important it is to work with just the
right materials. I learned that those folks who designed the
traditional playing cards centuries ago really knew what
they were doing. And I did actually think of an easy way to
make one end of the rug a mirror image of the other using
simple technology: I took a picture of the completed half
and blew up details of it on my iPad, which I kept next to
me for comparison while hooking the second one. This was
especially helpful with the second face; I could actually
count the loops.”

COPYRIGHTED MATERIAL

Kathleen
Harwood
South Hadley,
Massachusetts
Kathleen Harwood is an art historian and a fine art consultant
and appraiser; she appears regularly as an appraiser of paintings
on PBS’s Antiques Roadshow.
She learned to hook in 2002 “at
the knees of Nancy McClelland
and Claire de Roos and they
remain mentors and friends; how
lucky am I?” She simply loves to
hook and “I know it is one of the
important things that keeps me
sane and centered. It’s kind of
like stationary yoga.”

In the Judges’ Eyes
• An exhilarating rug for
card-lovers, with beautiful, crisp color and line,
effective use of beading,
and blue dyed wool that
does something magic to
the whole piece.

Kai’s Jack, 30" x 55", #4-, 6- and 8-cut wool on linen. Adapted from a traditional
playing card and hooked by Kathleen Harwood, South Hadley, Massachusetts, 2014.
VAN ZANDBERGEN PHOTOGRAPHY
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Mary Rose

M

arilyn Becker chose the design for Mary Rose
from a family photo of her mother, Mary Rose
Gresl-Janke-Johnas. “I loved the dress she wore
and wondered if I could duplicate it in a rug. I knew it
would be a challenge.”
She wanted to learn more about hooking faces, and she
loved the folds and tucks in the dress fabric. The daisies
along the lower edge of the skirt took about two months to
complete.
The technique she finally used was to take a piece of
#2-cut white wool about 8 inches long, twist it loosely
around the rug hook, gently hook the loose end of the wool
and pull it through the “tunnel” of wool, then pull it tighter
“until it looks like a cocoon with wool sticking out of both
ends. That’s one daisy petal.” Then she hooked the wool
ends into place through the backing. Each daisy required
10 petals. For the centers, Marilyn made pom-poms, cut
them Waldoboro style, and sewed them into place with
heavy quilting thread. She pulled loops of pink and beige
between the daisy petals “and the flower was done.” Finally,
she sewed all of the petals onto the backing with heavy
quilting thread.
“Another thing I wanted to do with this rug was make it
from all naturally dyed wool fabric. My sister gave me a
bushel of walnuts, and I dyed yards and yards of natural
Dorr wool.” She achieved various shades of walnut, but not
the dark chocolate she wanted for the background. “So
when I saw dark chocolate wool on a bolt, I use that for

Marilyn Becker
Wausau, Wisconsin
Marilyn credits her mother, “a hard-working farm wife” with an artistic flair, for
her interest in art and textiles. Marilyn
and her sisters made their own clothing,
including wedding gowns; Marilyn took
French hand sewing lessons to make
dresses for her granddaughters and was an
avid quilter. She started hooking in 1996
then, dissatisfied with the results, put it away until 2012.
Now “it is my obsession.” Her rug Marry Me, Mary was a
finalist in Celebration XXIV.
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most of the background. Also, the white-white on the dress
is as-is, off the bolt fabric. The rest I dyed with rose petals,
beets, blackberries, leaves, nuts, tea, etc.” The chair was
mostly done with the walnut-dyed wool. “Oh, her shoes
were from a black skirt my Mom had years ago that she
gave to me.”
In addition to the daisies, the most challenging part of
the rug was the face “which I did over about 10 times. Now
I love her.”
Marilyn finished the rug by hand sewing half-inch gold
silky upholstery braid along the edge, then sewing strips of
heavy coating fabric, zig-zagged on both edges, to the braid,
and tacking it to the rug with loose stitches.
“What did I learn from the rug? I guess I learned that I
can do faces to my satisfaction, if I keep correcting them
and do not give up. If I hadn’t corrected this face, I would
never have liked the rug, and it would have been wasted
time for me.”

In the Judges’ Eyes
• Great portrait work in a selective palette, lovely
skin tones with contrast making for a huge
impact in quiet subject matter; masterful lace
work shows great technical hooking skills; detail
on the chair and dress are amazing.

COPYRIGHTED MATERIAL

Mary Rose, 321/2" x 58", #3- and 4-cut natural-dyed and off-the-bolt wool on cotton rug warp. Adapted from a family
photo and hooked by Marilyn Becker, Wausau, Wisconsin, 2014. GALL PHOTO
Celebration XXV 2015 •
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View from the Horn

W

hen Madonna Shelly wanted to hook a rug as a
gift, based on photos of her sister-in-law’s champion longhorn steer and beloved chickens, she
began by collaborating with Leonard Feenan on a design.
To prepare for work on the piece at rug camp, Madonna
emailed photos to her teacher, Gail DuFresne, who dyed
the wool and brought it to camp. “The problem was the
photos I sent to her did not show the true color of the steer;
therefore, most of the wool she brought to camp did not
work. We scrambled and found the correct colors in the
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excess wool she had brought along.” Still, “there was just
something missing.”
The camp store yielded a 12" x 6" spot-dyed wool “that
worked wonderfully” as a transitional piece. “I used that
piece to the very last strip.”
The rug took about six months to complete; Madonna
tries to hook for an hour or two each evening.
“The chickens were the most challenging part. In fact, a
lot of viewers do not believe that they are chickens, because
their combs are not standing. However, the rug is based on a

COPYRIGHTED MATERIAL

photo that was taken while the chickens were roosting;
during roosting the combs do not stand.
“Hooking the feathers to look like individual feathers
was the hardest. Gail had dyed some fuzzy, fun wool, and we
thought that it would hook up quick and easy and look
exactly like feathers. But the wool hooked up too fuzzy and
did not look right with the steer. Gail had a few pieces that
worked, but after returning home I dyed more wool. Ultimately, to hook the feathers to look like individual feathers,
I had to resign myself to hook a loop and then a loop and
cut—over and over again.”
Her favorite element of the rug?
“Even though the face of the steer is quite large, I liked
seeing him come alive. The nose was also quite fun, along
with the horns.”
Lesson learned: “Since my sister-in-law lives in Texas,
as an afterthought I wanted to include bluebonnets, the
state flower of Texas, in the design. No matter where I
tried to place them or what hooking technique I tried, the
bluebonnets just did not work. They became more of a
distraction than enhancing the rug. From that, I learned
not to force more into a design than what is needed.”

In the Judges’ Eyes
• Fabulous background shading, unusual placement of motif, perfect shape for the image,
great detail in the hide, painterly sensibility in a
evocative story; wonderful composition.

View from the Horn, 251/2" x 50", #2- to 5-cut wool on rug
warp. Adapted with permission from photos by Susan Murray,
designed by The Burning Artist, Leonard Feenan, and hooked
by Madonna Shelly, Granville, Ohio, 2014. BARCLAY

Madonna Shelly
Granville, Ohio
Madonna “cannot remember a day growing up that my mother, Marjorie, was not creating something with her
hands. Even though she is not a hooker, she is the person that I would say influenced me the most for taking an
interest in fiber arts.” Madonna was introduced to hooking in 1997 and within a year found a nearby hooking
group. “I cannot express enough how belonging to a hooking group keeps my interest and enthusiasm in hooking.”
She is also grateful to her husband, Mark, “for never complaining of the wool dust, noodles, scissors or frames that
are always lying around, or when I always ask his opinion on my current project.”

Celebration XXV 2015 •
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Vintage Blooms

“

M

om taught me early in life to appreciate antiques
so I have a love for anything old, used, and
worn.”
After discovering a floral pattern in a book of antique
rugs, Theresa Rapstine Schafer thought “how fun it would
be to try and replicate.” She made some sketches and her
husband, Rich, helped her square it off and adjust it to size.
Theresa had signed up to take Cindi Gay’s workshop that
summer “so we worked via email on the pattern and colors.
I was thinking it should look like the original—to honor it.
However, Cindi encouraged me to think about a border, one
that would start at the edge of the rug and move inward by
four inches.”
Theresa arrived at class with recycled wool, overdyed
plaids, and solids “in a very large suitcase. I wanted to ‘use
up’ the camel-colored recycled wool I had collected, so I
started with this as the background color. After several
hours of color planning, Cindi said to me, ‘Hook like you
don’t care—and just keep going.’“
Theresa occasionally looked at the original picture, “but
soon the colors spoke to me and began to take over each
flower.”
After finishing about a third of the rug, she put it aside.
“I wasn’t sure if it was right, and I didn’t have the confidence to keep going.”
The following year, she took the rug back to camp, where
122
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she showed it to Cindi, Barb Carroll, and Cynthia Norwood. “Each gave me great feedback. My teacher that year
was Sharon Smith; she asked me what I thought about
adding more of the blueish green color that I had in the
leaves. I’m not a big ‘blue’ fan and this was my biggest challenge. But, I thought I would try it (I always listen to my
teacher), so I went home and added the blue flower (thank
you, Sharon Smith).”
After a year or so, “what you see now is a ‘group rug’—
made with input and feedback from many teachers, my husband, my Denver ATHA group, my cross-stitching friends,
and my Mom. Each comment shaped the next color, the
flower, the background and the border. My favorite part of
this rug is its story – its many artists – and how it was
inspired by the past. This rug proudly lays in our living
room in front of the French doors.”

In the Judges’ Eyes
• Primitive through and through; hooking like
brushwork, loops with textural quality; soft color
palette with the strong contrasting border for
impact; “imperfect” aspect of elements create
overall primitive feel; really love the border on
this rug.
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Vintage Blooms, 36” x 72”,
mainly #10-cut with some #8.5-cut
as-is, hand-dyed and recycled wool
on linen. Original design inspired
by circa 1900 rug (property of The
Society for the Preservation of
New England Antiquities at the
Beauport-Sleeper McCann House
in Gloucester, Massachusetts).
Hooked by Theresa Rapstine
Schafer, Denver, Colorado, 2013.
COLLEEN HENNESSY

Theresa
Rapstine
Schafer
Denver, Colorado
Theresa bought her first rug
hooking kit at an outdoor antique
festival. She pursued it off and
on, encouraged by her mother,
who loved it, but it wasn’t until
about four years later, when she
took a class with Karen Kahle,
that she fell in love with rug
hooking. “I didn’t want to leave
her class.” Theresa is a pediatric
nurse, completing a Master’s
degree in nursing. She is pondering her next floral, in teals,
inspired by a painting by her
grandmother. This is the first
appearance of her work in Celebration. This rug appears in the
book Primitive Hooked Rugs
for the 21st Century, by Cynthia Norwood, Stackpole Books:
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Leading the Way in Crafts

Discover inspiration and tips for your next project!
Visit www.stackpolebooks.com

